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Executive Summary 

 

A forward picking area works as a “warehouse within a warehouse” where the most popular 

stock keeping units (SKU) are stored in small amounts; this enables the picking process to be done 

in a small area. Furthermore, this relatively small area allows pickers to travel less distance and 

their supervision more effortlessly. Picks in this area are done for cases and units of products. 

The sponsor organization for this project currently does not have a specific area that supports 

this kind of operations. The organization wants to evaluate the best approach for implementing 

the design of a forward picking area into their warehouse operations; with a complete slotting 

plan that details the labor implications and the SKUs that should be stored there.  

Before starting with the analysis of the slotting plan, a complete profiling of the warehouse 

activity is provided based on three databases, item master, sales and customer orders; with the 

idea of identifying patterns in the warehouse operations.  

The methodology for creating the slotting plan involves the use of two software developed by Dr 

John Bartholdi. These software complements the profiling of the warehouse operations and 

provides a mathematical labor model for the slotting plan; this plan includes a complete guide of 

allocation for the SKUs in the forward picking area, detailing location and orientation, as well as 

the number of picks and restocks inside the forward pick area. 

Five scenarios were evaluated for the organization. The recommended solution comprehends 

73% of the evaluated SKUs and 91% of the picks are handles within this small area. Furthermore, 

the solution considers extra space available for the organization to determine which products 

that were not analyzed should be stored in this area.  
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1. Problem Statement 

 

The sponsor organization for this project believes there are many opportunities for improvement 

in their current warehouse operations.  One of the most critical opportunity for improvement is 

the implementation of an area devoted to piece-picking. The need arises because almost two-

thirds of the customers are small retail shops. They order in small amounts because they have 

little space for holding inventory. But the current warehouse is organized to meet the needs of 

the largest customers, which order in bulk, and so is tuned to distribute pallets and cases. A piece-

pick area will require new organization of SKUs and new processes, with which the client has no 

previous experience. The piece-pick operation will be established in a separate area of the 

warehouse, a mezzanine of fixed dimensions, so there are hard limits on space. The client is 

working with a commercial consulting company to use this space most effectively, but to increase 

the chances of success, the client would like a second opinion of the plans. Their expectations for 

this project is to receive a plan for stocking the picking area, including how many bays of flow 

rack to be allocated, what products, in what quantities, location, and orientation. 

 

2. Objectives 

 

The main objective of this project is to deliver an actionable plan for the piece-picking area, along 

with estimated resulting rates of picking and restocking. 

 

3. Deliverables 

 

• Complete slotting plan that includes: 

o List of products that should go into the forward pick area, their quantities, 

location and cases orientation 
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• Details of labor and resources implications 

o Pick rate 

o Restock rate 

o How many bays of flow rack are required 

• Analysis of their sales and customer orders 

• Recommendations based on products pick rate and affinity 

 

4. Background 

4.1 The sponsor organization 

 

Founded in July 1954 in Panama, the organization is dedicated to the distribution of exclusive 

and prestigious products, both globally and regionally, positioned in the Panamanian market as 

leaders in consumer brands, food and beverage, pharmaceuticals, perfume and cosmetics, 

automotive products, and now with its new foray into the branch liquor store. They operate five 

distribution center across the country, four of them to serve central provinces and one for the 

eastern provinces. Furthermore, they are working the opening of a new distribution center in 

Costa Rica. 

Their mission is to be their customer's excellence provider by offering high-quality products at 

competitive prices within each of its divisions. Their vision is to be the main distributor in the 

Republic of Panama, of consumer goods; food and beverages; pharmaceutical products; 

perfumes and cosmetics; automotive products, and liquors, leaders among their brands.  
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4.2 Current piece-picking operations 

 

The organization possesses a Warehouse Management System (WMS) that provide guidance on 

the picking process. Pieces are batched and picked as cartons, then broken down into orders. An 

example of the picking process, if a customer asks for 14 pieces of SKU that are packed with 12 

pieces in a carton, the WMS splits the picking operation in two, one command for the case and 

another for the 2 pieces. 

Pieces picked for a route are brought to a separate area, and put on shelves as pieces, then picked 

again by the customer. There is almost certainly excessive labor involved because everything for 

that day is picked twice. The labor to do the initial picks may be reduced by setting up a forward-

pick area from which pieces for orders would be picked daily but restocked only as needed. 

Furthermore, the company does not have a designated area for this kind of operations. They 

picked the products to fulfil the customer's orders of the day from a bulk area and create 

temporary stations of forward picking area. 

 

4.3 Planned piece-picking operations 

 

According to a previous consulting report and the organization guidelines, the piece-picking area 

should consist of 33 bays of carton flow rack on each side of a conveyor, 66 bays in total. Each 

bay will have 6 levels of the shelf, and the dimension for each bay is 8 ft. wide, 8 ft. deep and with 

a shelf height of 1.5 ft. The organization plans to store 42 SKUs per bay of carton flow rack and 

report that around 1,500 different SKUs will be picked from this area. There will be 2 shifts of 

picking, each one of 8 hours per day. During each shift, 15 pickers will be picking from flow rack 

and putting products into totes, with each tote devoted to a single order. 

In addition, the organization reports that on average 70,000 pieces will be or are picked per day 

from the planned piece-pick are. Also, if on average the SKUs are stored as 17 pieces per carton, 

they expect to handle 4,100 cartons per day.  
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For the restocking process, the organization reports that about 5 cartons are required per 

restock, around 800 will be required per day, or 400 restocks per shift. Based on these averages, 

each shift should be aiming for 50 restocks per hour or 1 per minute. 2 restockers, one on each 

side of the bay, this means each one doing about 1 restock every 2 minutes and picking down 

below to supply restockers. 

For the picking operations, there will be totes that will carry the customer orders, and they will 

move along a conveyor. Each tote will carry SKUs for a single order. The conveyor will be divided 

into three regions, and there are “spurs” in each region on each side of the conveyor, for a total 

of six spurs. Each spur is going to be considered as a work area. As a tote moves along the 

conveyor, it will be redirected onto a spur if it needs an SKU from the zone served by that spur. 

The order-pickers will take the SKUs from their location or bay and confirm the pick by some way 

not yet determined. When a tote has received all of its assigned SKUs, it will flow along the 

conveyor, out of the picking area, and down to the shipping dock. A crucial aspect to consider in 

the flow of work is that the totes will go out of the picking area to a consolidation area, where it 

will be loaded into an elevator. The totes will reach the corresponding door for shipping manually. 

Once on the correct door, they will join all the other product for that route. Finally, when all the 

SKUs for the route are ready, they are loaded into the truck. 

  

5. Justification 

 

Given the fact that the organization does not have a specific area for the picking of cases and 

units of products, they have to create temporary stations of work every day, this represents extra 

work for the operation of the warehouse.  
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5.1 What is a forward picking area? 

 

Figure 1 - Forward pick area - Extracted from Warehouse & Distribution Science 

 

As described in Dr Bartholdi and Dr Hackman book “Warehouse & Distribution Science” a forward 

picking area works as a “warehouse within a warehouse” where the most popular stock keeping 

units (SKU) are stored in small amounts, this enables the picking process to be done in a small 

area. Furthermore, this relatively small area allows pickers to travel less distances and their 

supervision more effortlessly.  

On the other hand, this area may require replenishment from bulk storage or reserve if the SKU 

is not completely allocated in this area. Other aspects to consider in the design of the forward 

picking area are which SKUs to store in the fast-pick area and how much of each SKU to store. As 

described in Dr Bartholdi’s “Slotting the forward-pick area of a warehouse”, To get maximum 

value from a forward area, one must stock it with the right SKUs. These are not simply the most 

popular because of volume-ordered matters as well. An SKU that is ordered in larger volumes will 

have to be restocked more frequently than an SKU that is identical popularity but ordered in 

smaller volumes. To minimize labor costs, we must account for both picking and restocking. 

It is clear that the organization require implementing a forward picking area to avoid falling the 

reprocess of creating stations every day and optimize their picking operations. But how many 

bays of flow rack do they require? What should be stored here? in what quantities? What are the 

labor implications? Those questions will be addressed later in the document. 
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6. Methodology/approach 

 

Figure 2 - Flow chart of project methodology 

 

The methodology for this project is divided four main steps, warehouse activity profiling, slotting 

software, results in analysis and knowledge transfer. 

First, a warehouse activity profiling provides a careful measurement and statistical analysis to get 

an accurate sense of what is happening in terms of sales, picks, number of SKUs in the warehouse, 

seasonalities, areas of the warehouse that involve the most picks, affinity between SKUs, what 

are the SKUs that matters, among other key facts to learn. 

Second, once the idea of the operations is clear, we can start working with the Carton Slotter 

software. This software was developed by Dr John Bartholdi; it accounts for all detail, including 

the geometries of storage containers and shelves. It will determine the activity, and labor 

implications, as well as the best shelf heights and,  will show exactly where every carton should 

be placed: in what orientation, how many lanes, and high they should be stacked. However, it 

requires the data to be prepared in a specific configuration to be read. Third, the analysis of the 

results involves comparing several scenarios. Finally, the knowledge transfer process focus on 

making recommendations and conclusions. 

 

7. Data analysis – Warehouse activity profiling 

 

Besides the description of the planned piece-picking operations and an averages report of their 

operations, we received three databases from the organization, item master, sales records and 

picking history. 

Warehouse activity 
profiling

Carton Slotter 
Software

Results Analysis
Knowledge 

Transfer
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7.1 Products 

 

The item master database contains information about the SKUs ID, a description of the product, 

unit quantities per case, dimensions of the product and case as well, among others. There are 

4,828 SKUs described in the item master. 

SKU SKU_DESC QTY1IN2 HGT2 WID2 DPTH2 AREA 

88-0740053 ENFAGROW PREMIUM 9 00GR X 6 LATAS 6 17 27 41 MEZA 

88-0740054 ENFAGROW PREMIUM 1 500 GR X 6 LATAS 6 19 33 49 MEZA 

A4-00181 00181 GATORADE UVA  24/600 ML 24 23 27 41 Z01 

A4-00182 00182 GATORADE NAR ANJA 24/600 ML 24 23 27 41 Z01 

A4-00183 00183 GATORADE FRU IT PUNCH 24/600 ML 24 23 28 42 Z01 

A4-00184 00184 GATORADE LEM ON LIME 24/600 ML 24 23 27 41 Z01 

A4-00185 GATORADE LEMON ICE  24/600 ML 24 22 26 43 Z01 

A4-38215 38215 GATORADE JUN IOR UVA 250ML 24 13 17 33 Z01 

A4-38216 38216 GATORADE JUN IOR NARANJA 250 ML 24 13 17 33 Z01 

A4-38217 38217 GATORADE JUN IOR FRUITPUNCH 250M 24 13 17 33 Z01 

Table 1 - Example of SKUs information in item master database 

 

7.2 Sales 

 

The sales records details what SKU was sold in what month, in what quantities and how many 

times was it picked; these are for the sales from 2016 and the first four months of 2017. 

 

SKU SKU DESC Units sold 

CB-719984 COORS LIGHT LATA 4 -6PK/12 OZ 6,613,044 

M5M0210046 MILLER LITE LATA 24/355 ML 4,488,343 

M5M0110022 MGD BOTELLA 24/12  OZ 3,923,601 

A4-00183 00183 GATORADE FRU IT PUNCH 24/600 ML 3,063,786 

A4-00181 00181 GATORADE UVA  24/600 ML 2,380,773 

M5M0110014 MILLER LITE BOTTLE 24/300 ML 2,305,360 

CB-316006 COORS LIGHT LATA 1 2OZ SUITCASE 24 PAC 2,176,394 

A4-00182 00182 GATORADE NAR ANJA 24/600 ML 1,307,425 

A4-38217 38217 GATORADE JUN IOR FRUITPUNCH 250M 950,554 

LT-00106 00106 LIPTON TE FR IO LIMON 500ML. 930,839 
Table 2 - Top ten SKUs, as measured by the number of units sold, during the first four months of 2017 
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SKU SKU DESC Picks 

A4-00183 00183 GATORADE FRU IT PUNCH 24/600 ML 38,312 

A4-00181 00181 GATORADE UVA  24/600 ML 34,181 

S868110400 662 SABA BUENAS NO CHES 24/8'S 21,975 

A4-00182 00182 GATORADE NAR ANJA 24/600 ML 21,970 

PG-155834 DOWNY LE AZUL 450M L X 12IT 21,538 

N160214119 03003 CUP NOODLES  CHICKEN 12/2.25 O 19,226 

LT-00106 00106 LIPTON TE FR IO LIMON 500ML. 17,633 

N160214028 03002 CUP O' NOODL ES SHRIMP 12/2.25OZ 16,444 

PG-745573 ARIEL REGULAR PWD  500GR X 18IT 14,412 

CB-719984 COORS LIGHT LATA 4 -6PK/12 OZ 13,860 
Table 3 - Top ten SKUs, as measured by the number of picks, during the first four months of 2017 

Five of the top ten SKUs based on pick form part of the top ten that are sold in the greatest units 

quantities. All of them are beverage products from the exclusive brands that the organization 

handle. 

The number of picks each month is quite constant, in 2016 we see that the picks followed an 

increasing trend. The busiest month according to picks in sales database is March of 2017. 

 

Graph 1 – Total picks per month, based on sales database 
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In February, the organization experienced a significant reduction in their picking operations. The 

reason for this is the four days of national holiday that occurs during this month. This also creates 

a surge in the activity of the previous and next month. 

Assuming that the first two values of the SKU ID indicate the family or category they belong to, 

we can determine which family of products is picked the most, if they experience seasonalities 

and the average picks per SKU of the family. By identifying the popularity of the families and an 

affinity analysis, is possible to determine if they should be stored together or not. 

 

 

Graph 2 - Picks per product family by month 
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Graph 3 - Top ten families of product, as measured by the number of picks during 16 months 

In this graph, the picks are segmented by product family. Each different color in the column of 

the family represents an SKU. In total, there are 139 families or categories of products. “PG” 

family has around 500 SKUs and the most picks. Notice that family "A4" is the 4th most picked 

family and is formed by 39 SKUs. It could be recommendable to store the products of this family 

together and in a convenient location. 

 

Graph 4 – Top ten families of product, as measured by the average of picks per SKU 
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The color intensity of the columns is based on the number of Picks. For example, family "A2" has 

a low average pick per SKU but the total number of picks is high, this mean that the number of 

SKUs in this family is quite large, is the same reason why we can’t see family “PG” in this graph. 

 

 

Graph 5 - Pick distribution over SKUs 

  

The horizontal axis lists the SKUs by the frequency of picks. By presenting values of picks and 

cumulative fractions, it is clear to see how concentrated the picking operations are among the 

most popular SKUs. 80% of the total picks is represented by 17% of the SKUs. In the sales 

database, there are 4,972 different SKUs, in other words, 864 SKUs. 
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Graph 6 - Pareto sphere 

Another way to see the concentration of picks is with the “Pareto Sphere”. The entire sphere 

represents the total picks, and each circle represent and SKU. It is easy to see that the entire 

activity or the core of the picks is concentrated in a small group of SKUs. The orange circles are 

the SKUs that form the 80% of the picks, the blue circles the other 20%. 

 

7.3 Order history 

 

The picking history provides information about the customer orders, what SKUs they order, in 

what quantities and when was the product ordered; furthermore, it provides details regarding 

who was the picker responsible for the operation and if the product was available for picking; 

this database comprehend information for the first five months of 2017. 
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Graph 7 – Orders and Pick per number of customer order line 

The majority of the customer order fall into one line of product. At the same time, the number 

of units sold per one line of products orders is relatively small compared to those orders with 

more lines of products, for example, those customer orders that consist of 30 lines of products 

represent around four million units picked according to the order history database.  

Furthermore, we will use the information on this database to do an affinity analysis between the 

products of the organization. This will be detailed in point 7.6. 

 

7.4 Averages 

 

There are significant differences in every average reported and its corresponding calculation in 

both data files. Especially in pieces per carton, pieces sold per day and orders per day. These 

indicate that the organization might have calculated their averages using a specific set of SKUs 

and period of time.  
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Table 4 - Summary of averages 

 

7.5 Comparison between picking history and sales database 

 

Based on the calculated averages, it is clear that the databases are not consistent. We can 

compare the picking history and the sales database because they provide similar information. To 

do so, the analysis has to be done with in the same period of time of both databases, as mention 

before, the sales database has information from January of 2016 to April 2017 and the history 

database from January 2017 to May 2017. This means we can compare the first four months of 

2017. Since the sales database provides information about the picks and number of units sold 

per SKU but not the customer orders or the lines of products per order, the analysis is based on 

the first two categories. 

 

Average 17           pieces/carton Average 34                      pieces/carton Average 33                      pieces/carton

Average 75,000  pieces/day Average 811,308            pieces/day Average 737,829            pieces/day

Average 4,100     cartons/day Average 24,211              cartons/day Average 22,193              cartons/day

Average 3,250     orders/day average 822                    orders/day

Average 9             pick-lines/order average 20                      pick-lines/order

Average 6             pieces/pick-line average 50                      pieces/pick-line

Pieces per pick-line

Pieces per carton

Pieces per day

Cartons per day

Orders per day

Pick-lines per order

AVERAGE CALCULATION

REPORTED BY  THE ORGANIZATION USING PICKING HISTORY DATA USING SALES DATA
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Graph 8 – Picks from sales and order history 

 

There are different popular SKUs between both databases for the same period. The SKUs that 

appear in both of them as popular share the same trend across the months. However, a number 

of picks are different, let’s take for example the SKU A4-00183 which is a Gatorade product, in 

order history this SKU is picked around twelve thousand times, and in sales data, it is picked 

around forty thousand times.  
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Graph 9 - Units sold from sales and order history 

 

In terms of units sold, both databases have almost the same information. There are a few SKUs 

that appear as popular in one of them and not in the other. However, the number of units sold 

and the trend that each SKUs follow is the same. 

 

Category Sales Database Order History Database 

Number of SKUs 4,972 3,294 

Number of months 16 5 

Total units sold 357 M 104 M 

Total picks 11 M 2 M 

Table 5 - Summary of sales and order history databases 
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Given the fact that the sales database provides more valuable information, these would be the 

one that serves as input data for the Carton Slotter software. The order history database will 

serve as input for the Affinity software to complement the information and also it is the only 

source of information regarding the customer orders ID and SKUs per order. 

 

7.6 Affinity analysis 

 

Products that tend to be ordered together are said to have an affinity. If a pair of SKUs tends to 

complete orders by themselves, they can merit a special location in the distribution center to 

increase the efficiently of the picking operation. Therefore, it is convenient to analyze if this exists 

among the orders that the organization received, even considering they are a distributor of mass 

consuming products that usually received a large order of products.  

This analysis was done using a software called Affinity Analyzer; a Java based program developed 

by Dr Bartholdi. The process to use the software is divided into two steps. First, process or 

prepare the historical database of customer orders in a plain text file in CSV format, each line 

must contain at least two fields. The first field contains a string for the customer order 

identification number and the second line string for the SKU ordered. The preparation of this text 

file was done running queries in Microsoft Access. Second, examine the statistics generated by 

the software. The results are presented in two tables, one for the popularities of the SKUs or how 

orders contain the SKU, the number of completed orders and percentage of order completions. 

The second table shows all the pairs as well as the number of containing orders for that pair, the 

number of completed orders for that specific pair and its percentage of completion.  

The results from this analysis will help us determine the SKUs that should be stored together by 

assigning them to groups. The main reason to do this is to avoid having products that are usually 

ordered together in different areas, as mention before, the areas are divided by the “spurs” in 

the conveyor (there are 6 areas)  
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SKU1_SKU2 # Containing Orders # Completing Orders % Order Completions 

LT-00106_LT-00107 643 634 99% 

S8-26708_S8-26709 630 627 100% 

W5-01225_W5-01226 612 211 34% 

S868110848_S868110849 606 604 100% 

W5-01226_W5-01227 595 188 32% 

N1-24202_N1-24203 580 312 54% 

N1-24201_N1-24202 557 293 53% 

W5-01227_W5-01228 552 241 44% 

W5-01224_W5-01225 499 234 47% 

L9-66503_L9-66504 492 228 46% 
Table 6 - Top ten pair of SKUs, as measured by the number of containing orders 

 

Notice that all the popular pair of SKUs are products of the same family, this is an indicator that 

it might be convenient to store products of the same vendor or family together.  

 

7.7 ABC analysis 

 

An ABC analysis identifies which SKUs account for the most activity. This is similar to the Pareto 

analysis explained before; the difference is that in this case, we are analysing the pairs of SKUs. 

Segmenting the each group to account for 33% of the picks, this means group A includes the SKUs 

that accounts for the first 33% of the picks, B the next 33% and finally C.  

 

Group Number of SKUs in Group 

A 217 

B 716 

C 4,039 

Total 4,972 

Table 7 - Number of SKUs in group, based on ABC analysis 
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8. Carton Slotter software 

 

Developed by Dr Bartholdi, this is a Java based program that slots cartons in the forward picking 

area, including models of the geometry of the SKUs, the storage available for it or the racks and 

produce a detailed slotting plan. The plan includes specifying the cases orientation, a number of 

lanes, stack level for each SKU. As describe by Dr. Bartholdi in the web page of the Carton Slotter 

software, the program determines which SKUs should be stored in the forward-pick area, your 

most valuable warehouse real estate, allocates the optimal amount of space to each SKU chosen 

for forward storage, optimally configures your storage by choosing the right shelf heights, Slots 

the product in the right orientation, stack height, all while observing golden-zoning, product 

groupings, etc. 

 

8.1 Data required for the software 

 

The software requires a description of the SKUs and the flow racks or bays. For the SKUs, the 

description must include the unique identifier, the dimensions of the storage unit, in this case, is 

we are working with cases, the number of selling units within the storage unit, units sold during 

the time period and the picks or requests during the same period. This is the minimal required 

data about the SKUs. Also, we include the groups that each SKUs belong to so that the software 

group slot them in the same area. The input data needs to be prepared in a tab-delimited text 

file and each field as a specific type of data, for example, the SKU ID is text and the units within a 

storage unit is an integer. 

The description of the flow rack includes the dimension of the shelf (width, depth, height and 

thickness), the configuration of the bay (max number of shelves per bay, golden zone, if the 

shelves can be removed or not to allow more height space), the orientation of the SKUs, 

maximum stack level, max number of SKUs per shelf, number of slots per shelf, max number of 
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SKUs per slot, number of bays to be filled and details about the labor model (picks per second, 

seconds per restock and picks per second from alternative storage) 

The steps to use the program are numbered in it, making it user-friendly. The preparation of the 

input tab-delimited file for the software was done running queries in Microsoft Access, and the 

description of the rack can be done in the software, it does not require an input, but it can be 

prepared as well. In addition, for the software to read the description of the SKUs properly, a 

schema file detailing what information is in what field and the type of data needs to be included 

in the same location of the tab-delimited file with the same name, the software provides 

assistance to generate this schema if it is not detected when loading the SKUs description into it. 

 

8.2 SKUs we can work with  

The software can only work with the SKUs for which we have complete information about them 

regarding the dimension of its case and the number of units per case. There are 4,828 SKUs in 

the item master database and 4,972 different SKUs in the sales database. There are 974 SKUs for 

which there is no information about their case dimension or the quantity per storage unit, 144 

SKUs that does not appear in the database. Furthermore, the analysis will include the SKUs that 

are picked more than one hundred times, leaving 1,141 SKUs to be picked from another area of 

the warehouse. 2,713 SKUs will be evaluated in the analysis to determine if they are fit to be 

included in the forward picking area. This SKUs represent 92% of the total picks and 94% of the 

total sales. 

Category Number of SKUs 

SKUs in sales database 4,972 

SKUs with missing information 974 

SKUs that does not appear in item master database 144 

SKUs with less than 100 picks 1,141 

SKUs we can work with 2,713 

Table 8 - Details of SKUs included in analysis 
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8.3 Flow rack configuration 

 

The description for the rack is based on the planned bays of flow rack suggested by the 

organization. The shelf has a width opening of 243 cm; the depth is 243 cm and the height 45 cm. 

there are 6 shelves per bay, and the golden zone is the 4th shelf. 66 bays of flow rack will be filled.  

For the labor model specifications, the picks from the fast-pick area will take 38 seconds. This 

picking rate was calculated from the sales database, taking the total number of picks and dividing 

it by the total hours of work. Each resctok will take 60 seconds, this was reported by the 

organization. We are assuming that the seconds per pick from alternative storage is 72, the 

double from the fast-pick area. 

The slotting configuration, which allows determining the orientation of the cases, the stack level 

and the max number of SKUs per shelf will change according to the scenario that is going to be 

evaluated.  

 

9. Results from Carton Slotter software 

 

Once the SKUs are loaded into, and the rack configuration is set, then the SKUs can be allocated 

to minimize labor. The results are divided into four categories; statistics, face charts, details of 

allocation and exceptions. The statistics show the percentage of SKUs that are recommended to 

include in the picking area, the number of picks that are expected to happen from the area, from 

alternative and restocks total person-hours required, and a graph of the activity per bay. The face 

charts  show a graphic representation of the bays of flow rack including the cases orientation and 

its location. The allocation results are the table version of the face charts, showing the number 

of cases and the labor efficiency by SKU. Finally, the exception shows the SKUs that are not 

allocated in the forward picking area and the reason of not chosen. 
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9.1 Scenarios evaluated 

 

Five scenarios were evaluated with the software 

1. A baseline that has no restriction regarding the orientation of the cases and stack level 

2. Adds clearance space to extract the SKUs and space between lanes,  

3. Specify the orientation of the cases and allowing one shelf to be removed to allow more 

height space,  

4. 50 bays of flow rack, leaving 10 for the SKUs not included in the analysis 

5. Constraint the cases to be placed with the smallest dimension up and limiting the stack 

level.  

Scenario #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Number of SKUs in flow rack 1,125 2,488 2,118 2,158 1,972 

Picks from forward 2.9 M 9.8 M 9.8 M 9.7 M 9.3 M 

Picks from elsewhere 7.4 M 438 K 449 K 538 K 927 K 

Restocks to forward 1.2 M 700 K 440 K 722 K 654 K 

Hours to pick from forward 30 K 103 K 103 K 102 K 98 K 

Hours to pick from elsewhere 146 K 8 K 8 K 10 K 18 K 

Hours to restock 20 K 11 K 7 K 12 K 10 K 

Hours of work available 99 K 99 K 99 K 99 K 99 K  

Average pick rate – pick/hour 29 98 98 97 93 

Average restock rate – restock/hour 12 7 4 7 6 

Daily labor – cases/day 6 k  23 K 23 K 23 K 22 K 

Table 9 - Scenarios results 
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10.  Recommendations 

 

The scenarios provide almost the same results, but the main difference laid in the configuration 

of the face chart geometry or the allocation of the SKUs. Based on the fact that there are SKUs 

that account for a considerable amount of picks and are not included in the analysis because of 

missing information; and the physical restrictions of the planned forward picking area, the most 

adequate implementation plan for the organization is to slot their SKUs in the forward picking 

area according to the conditions detailed in the fifth scenario. This scenario allocates the SKUs 

leaving space for pick clearance and space between adjacent lanes to allow easier restocking. 

Furthermore, the number of slots per shelf is less than other scenarios; this allows to identify the 

SKUs easier and limits the number of SKUs per bay. In addition, since the SKUs are slotted per 

group, at the end of each area there are empty spaces available for those missing SKUs to be 

placed by the organization.  

 

10.1 Recommended scenario results  

 

73% of the SKUs in the analysis are slotted in the forward picking area. A small number of them 

are completely forwarded. However, this SKUs are placed in huge quantities they might be 

required to be stored in bins and will require restocking from another area, but with little impact 

in restocking and picking operations. SKUs in group A accounts for the greatest savings per unit 

of space occupied, since they are the most popular and they usually complete orders when 

ordered together. The remaining products not allocated in the area, 82% were not economically 

fit, they might require too much restock or not enough picks to justify the space and the 

remaining percent were too big to fit in the shelf.  
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Graph 10 - SKUs in forward pick area, extracted from Carton Slotter Software 

 

Ninety-one percent of the picks will occur from the forward picking area. Given the magnitude of 

the operations, it should be implemented with a system that helps order-picker handle the 

volume of orders effectively, to avoid errors. A pick-to-light system can provide an appropriate 

response to the requirements of the picking operations. 

 

Graph 11 - Picks from forward pick area, extracted from Carton Slotter Software 
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The software balance the work load across the bays of flow rack to avoid congestion of work in 

this relatively narrow or small area. Therefore, a pick of activity is only generated at the beginning 

of each area of work, each pick of activity indicates the first bay of a group of SKU. 80% of the 

picks from the forward pick area occurs within the first 35 bays of flow rack. 

 

Graph 12 - Activity per bay, extracted from Carton Slotter Software 

 

10.2 Alternative picking 

 

The remaining SKUs can be picked from two options. First, they can be picked from pallet rack 

placed on the mezzanine; these are used to restock the flow rack. Second, slot SKUs leaving the 

top shelf of flow rack available. It is possible to use a combination of both strategies since there 

is space available at the end of each area. 
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10.3 Missing SKUs 

 

From the remaining SKUs, there are 61 of them that for part of the ones that account for the 80% 

of the picks. It is convenient to include at least this SKUs in the forward picking area to assure 

that a great part of the activity occurs in this small area, reducing travel time and at the same 

time fulfilling orders faster. 
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11.  Conclusion 

 

The organization needs to implement a forward piece-picking area that consists of 66 bays of 

flow rack beside a conveyor to avoid falling in reprocess of establishing temporary work stations 

every day and optimize their current picking operations. The SKUs need to be clustered in groups 

based on an ABC analysis of the popularity of a pair of SKUs; allocating them by groups provide 

more order in the forward picking area since the groups include the products of the same family. 

At least eighty-five percent of the picking activity will occur in the forward piece-picking area, this 

kind of operation needs to be complemented with a system that helps order-pickers fulfil the 

customer orders. A pick-to-light system can support the operations, reducing the number of 

errors and speeding the piece-picking operation. The labor implications for the operations of 

picking and restocking are completely feasible with fifteen order-picker per shift.  
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13.  Appendix 

• Affinity software screenshots 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Microsoft Access query ran to extract data from sales and item master database 

 

Figure 4 - Microsoft Access Query ran to extract data from sales and item master 

Figure 3 - Screenshots extracted from Affinity Software 
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• SKU schema for carton slotter software 

 

Figure 5 - SKUs table schema 

• Carton Slotter Software Screenshots  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 – Screenshots extracted from Slotter Software 
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• Slotting plan face chart results – First bay of flow rack with products allocated   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Geometry model, first bay of flow rack extracted from Carton Slotter Software 
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• Structure of databases received from the organization 
 

Sales Orders History Item Master 

SKU TRANS_SEQ_NUM SKU 

YEAR-MONTH TRANS_CLASS SKU_DESC 

QUANTITY TRANS_OBJ UOM1 

TIMES TRANS_ACT UOM2 

AREA TRANS_ACT_MOD UOM3 
 

USER_ID UOM4 
 

USER_NAME QTY1IN2 
 

DT_START QTY2IN3 
 

SKU QTY3IN4 
 

FROM_LOC WGT1 
 

TO_LOC WGT2 
 

OID WGT3 
 

OID_TYPE WGT4 
 

TAG HGT1 
 

ACT_QTY HGT2 
 

ORIG_QTY HGT3 
 

RSN_CODE HGT4 
  

WID1   
WID2   
WID3   
WID4   

DPTH1   
DPTH2   
DPTH3   
DPTH4   
AREA   

CASES PER LAYER   
LAYERS PER PALLET 

Table 10 - Structure of database 

 

 

 

  


